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INTRODUCTION
Musical transcription is necessary in the musicology field and also a significant problem in machine perception [I] - [3] . The pitch detection is a most important role for transcription. A musical instrument sound is composed of a fundamental frequency (pitch frequency) corresponding to each tone and its harmonic frequencies. But, these harmonic components are changing complicatedly depending on each tone and each musical instnrment. This is the reason that the pitch detection is difficult, especially in polyphonic music played by several different instruments.
Many methods that have been presented for the pitch detection are based on the extraction of the fundamental frequencies using the frequency analysis such as the fast Fourier transform (FFT) and adaptive filtering [4]- [7] . We proposed a unique method for the pitch detection that is based on the elimination of the pitch and its harmonic frequencies using a comb filter ( H ( z ) = I-CN)[8] [9] . The proposed method can simply determine the pitches of the sound played by several different instruments by detecting the zero outputs of the cascaded twelve comb filters as shown in Fig.1 , independently of musical instruments [9]. In Fig.1, H&) shows a comb filter for octave p (#p) and q pitch name (tone : #p, 9). But this method does not work well when the played musical sounds have some frequency deviations from the nominal frequency values corresponding to the tones and some noises. Because, in such cases, signal frequency components are amplified and the outputs of 0-7803-765l-x/03/Sl7.W0 2W3 IEBE comb filters do no become zero, as realizing the total magnitude characteristic of the cascaded twelve comb filters shown in Fig.2 . This is not suitable for the pitch detection system using the zero output.
To overcome these problems, we proposed another two methods. One of them is based on the cascade connected adaptive comb filters where the necessary number of the cascaded comb filters is the minimum number that is necessary for a polyphony input, for example, three adaptive comb filters for the tones less than triple tones [IO] . The other is the method that uses hvelve comb filters connected in parallel and singular value decomposition (SVD) processing as shown in Fig.3 . In this parallel method, the comb filter outputs corresponding to the input pitch frequencies has smaller frequency components than other comb filter outputs. We can know the smaller frequency components using the SVD processing. But this SVD processing has N ' multiplications for (NxN) matrix data of the input musical sound. 
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In this paper, we propose a simple method to improve this computational complexity in the parallel comb filter method using the SVD processing. We suppose we can detect the outputs having smaller frequency components by noticing the amplitude of the comb filter outputs. That is, it is expected that the amplitude of the comb filter having the smaller frequency components is smaller than other outputs. We assume the tones from octaves3 to 5 in this paper, i.e., 36 tones.
PRINCIPLE OF PROPOSED METHOD
The comb filter H&) for octave p and q pitch name can be witten by
. ,
H,,q(z)=l-Z-"
(1) This comb filter has the frequency characteristic as shown in Fig.4 and can eliminate the pitch and its harmonic frequency components, i.e., q pitch name. The pitch detection system consists of these twelve comb filters connected in parallel as shown in Fig.S(a) in the case of the input range between octaves 3 to 5. For example, when a polyphonic sound of (C,+E,+G,) is entered into the system, the outputs y,(n)(C,), y,(n)(E,) and ys(n)(C,) has smaller frequency components than other outputs. Then it is expected that the output amplitude of these filters are smaller than other ones. When an input sound is single tone, the output of the corresponding comb filter shows zero amplitude. But, when an input is a polyphony, the comb filter showing the minimum output is a candidate of the comb filters corresponding to the input pitches. The minimum output is determined by detecting the minimum output in the twelve maximum output yA-(n), where yh,(n) shows the maximum output value in the some constant period of the comb filter output y,(n) for k pitch name. As the next step, we connect the comb filter showing the minimum output and Fig.3 Pitch detection system using parallel connected comb filters and SVD. the other parallel connected comb filters in cascade as shown in Fig.S(b) . This process is continued until we can obtain a zero output.
3.sIMULATION RESULTS USING' ARTIFICIAL MUSICAL SOUNDS
A musical sound has complex frequency components, and complex amplitudes and phases corresponding to the musical instruments and their. tones.'To consider the feature of the proposed method, we use the 'fallowing anificial musical sound that has r tones and six harmonic components in each tone, wheref; is a sampling frequency andf; is a pitch frequency for j tone. For double and triple tones, we examined 66 Table 2 Pitch detection probability (triple tones)
46.0%
(a) test score : It's a small world If we can obtain the comb filter showing zero output, we can detect two pitches correctly. For triple tones, we continue this process again. We select the comb filter showing the minimum output in eleven comb filters, and then set the second selected comb filter before the first selected comb filter and connect these filters to the other parallel ten comb filters in cascade. If we can select the two correct comb filters, we can get the comb filter showing zero output in ten comb filters connected in parallel.
By these processing, we can know twelve pitch names only and then we must decide the octave of these detected pitch names. We can decide the octave of these pitch.names by changing the order of the comb filters [8] [9] . Tables I and 2 show these results. We also show the results when we use only the detection system shown in FigS(a). For example, in the case of double tones, we select the comb filter showing the minimum output or two comb filters with the smaller outputs. We show the probabilities when the comb filter with the minimum output is corresponding to one of two pitches and the selected t w comb filters both are correct. When the chords are in the octave 3 only, we could detect the pitches with the probabilities of 98.3% and 91.1% for double and triple tohes, respectively.
In the w e where the input pitches are between octaves 3 to 5, we have the chords of the same pitch names of different octaves, e.g.. C, and C , , and the consonance, e.g., C, and G,. Tables I and 2 show the probabilities in the case excluding these chords. Naturally, we must distinguish these chords as the next step by the different methad that now we are considering. clarinet and violin. Fig.6@ ) shows a sound waveform played by these instruments. Fig.b(c) and (d) show the results of pitch detection using the proposed method and the SVD method, respectively. These results are almost correct, but the proposed method has smaller computational complexity than the SVD method by the order of IO' .
The numbers in brackets in
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We proposed a simple pitch detection method noticmg the minimum output in the twelve comb filters connected in parallel. Detecting the smaller outputs, we could reduce the computational complexity that was the problem in the parallel comb filtermethod using the SVD processing. We could obtain the pitch detection probability of 98.3% for double tones and 91.1% for triple tones in octave 3 only. As a future research, we must consider the method to distinguish the tones that are the same p/tch name in the different octaves or consonance.
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